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SURFACE CLEANER + PROTECTOR

ABN: 98 126 872 179
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Whether you Fog or not this is a product that just makes sense to use. Forcefield Surface 
Spray + Protector is perfect for cleaning and protecting hard surfaces or smaller HVAC 
systems e.g. splits & cassettes.

This product has the same active killing ingredients as the Fogging Solution less the odour 
neutralizer and contains a powerful cleaning agent (not designed as a degreaser) and 
also offers upwards of 30-days protection on low touch hard surfaces or up to 12 months 
in a HVAC system.

It is used by many Air conditioning companies around the country.

OVERALL
Forcefield products are safe and make ongoing cleaning more economical, easier, and 
hence faster.

• If you have only service split systems use Forcefield Surface Cleaner + Protector.
• If you have ducted systems or have an interest to fog and disinfect homes and 

businesses, we suggest using our Forcefield Fogging Solution with our outstanding 
Fogging machines.

• If you do both Ducted systems and splits then use both.

TEST STRIPS

The basic option is once the surface has been cleaned and treated with Forcefield, while 
the surface is still wet rub a piece of our “test strip” on the treated surface. The middle 
indicator on the test strip case is 200ppm (parts per million) which is recognised to be food 
grade safe. If testing in the future to see if the product is still active, hydrate the surface 
with a little water and again rub a small piece of the test strip on the treated surface.
Strip details cost $20 each up to 10 units and $170 for a carton of 10.
www.microessentiallab.com/ProductInfo/W20-QUATT-QUAT40-SRD.aspx

MICROB TESTING

For more specific testing you can invest in a proper testing unit which also allows you to 
go into any venue and offer a service to show them exactly what issues they have and 
the results 30secs later. Hygiena ATP tester is approximately $2500.00 and sample swabs 
are approximately $5 each.
www.hygiena.com/healthcare-cleaning-verification-system 
www.hygiena.com/ultrasnap-atp-healthcare.html

MOULD

Some moulds if you spray Forcefield onto it and leave it, over a few days to a week it will 
die and release its grip on the surface. Other mould still needs to be physically removed, 
once you have sprayed Forcefield on the mould it will bind to it and stop the ability of 
spores to become airborne.

www.microessentiallab.com/ProductInfo/W20-QUATT-QUAT40-SRD.aspx
www.hygiena.com/healthcare-cleaning-verification-system
www.hygiena.com/ultrasnap-atp-healthcare.html

